The Exact Data
Difference

Our Trusted Database
Since 1999, Exact Data has compiled hundreds of millions of consumer and business names,
postal and email addresses, along with data purchased or licensed from over 2,000 sources,
to create the most accurate and up-to-date consumer and business databases available today.

Our sources include:
Government records

Website registrations

Licensing boards

DBAs

Municipal directions

Incorporations

Surveys

Secretary of state data

Magazine subscriptions

Annual reports

Purchase histories

10Ks

Memberships

Postal service information including NCOA

Attendee registries
And more

Our Data Hygiene Process
Our comprehensive database is routinely run through a rigorous data hygiene process to
make certain all selects, new movers, new addresses, and deaths are unerring and up-to-date.
We use three methods of verification, tailored to each specific marketing channel.
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All postal records are CASS and NCOA certified regularly, providing
an approximate 95% deliverability rate.

2

Email records are deployed by Exact Data daily, allowing us to efficiently
verify individual contact records and remove invalid addresses from our file.

3

Phone numbers are verified regularly to ensure connectivity and contact accuracy.
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Business Plus Database
Identify the business leads that may need the products and services you offer. Whether you’re
reaching your ideal audience using email and postal addresses or phone numbers, there are
thousands of potential combinations to customize the perfect business mailing, email, or postal
list for your marketing, sales, or research needs. Focus your efforts on targeting your message
around your most valuable customers to improve your ROI and conversion rates for your
upcoming campaign.

Since 1999, Exact Data has compiled millions of business contacts to provide you with the most
accurate, up-to-date database on the market. With our partners, we’ve licensed over 2,000
sources to build and enhance our business lists. Our comprehensive national B2B database
comprises of 69 million business contacts, including CAN-SPAM compliant email addresses,
postal addresses, and telephone numbers.
Choose from a variety of selects including:
Industry/SIC Code/NAICS Code 

Number of Employees

Sales Volume

Job Title

Job Function

Franchise

Geographic Location 

And more

Once you’ve built the right audience, it’s simple to export your targeted business
list to seamlessly launch a campaign of your own, or partner with our trusted
team of data experts to help walk you through the entire process.
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Consumer Plus Database
Our comprehensive consumer database consists of over 230 million names, CAN-SPAM
compliant email addresses, postal addresses, and telephone numbers. Our user-friendly
platform allows you to target your ideal audience and curate a customer email, postal or
phone list within minutes. 

With approximately 700 selects, originating from over 2,000 different sources, you can easily
build your consumer list by utilizing our broad lineup of demographic and geographic selects
including:
Homeowner/Renter

Ethnicity

Gender/Sex

Income

Marital Status

Age

Dwelling Type

Geographic Location

Hobbies and Interests

(i.e., golfing, cooking, running, etc.)

Number of Children

And many more

Once you have identified your new targeted consumer list, you can use the information to
seamlessly launch a campaign of your own, or partner with our trusted team of data experts
to help walk you through the entire process.
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Our Satisfaction Guarantee

Our email, postal, and phone contact lists go through a rigorous update and scrub process
every 30 days to provide the most accurate information possible for your campaigns.
However, with 31 million people moving each year and business failures on a daily basis, it’s
not uncommon to receive a small percentage of undeliverable addresses, out-of-date contact
names, or disconnected phone numbers. Because we value your business and are confident in
our product, we offer a satisfaction guarantee to ensure you receive the trusted and reliable
leads you’re looking for. If you have any issues with the leads you receive, we will replace or
refund any bad leads to ensure your satisfaction.

Call 877.440.3282 or email info@exactdata.com today to learn how to boost sales,
increase your ROI, and reach your ideal audience with the most accurate and
up-to-date data in the industry. Exact Data is here to help you every step of the way!
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